





















This exhibition focused on the Netherlandish allegorical prints in the 
NMWA collection that were produced from the end of the 16th century 
through the beginning the 17th century. There was great demand 
for prints among Netherlandish citizens of the time, and there was a 
particular fondness for allegorical prints that were both moralistic and 
entertaining. The allegories presented in the displayed prints presented 
the movements in the heavens, the four elements, seasonal change and 
flow of time, thus covering the diversity of the world’s phenomena that 
envelope mankind, and on a human scale, the virtues and vices of society. 
The majority of the displayed works presented various combinations of 
motifs with personification or symbolic meaning, and thus provided a 
glimpse of the rich allegorical vocabulary of the time. This exhibition 
sought to give viewers a sense of the worldview, moral code and matters 
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Saturn Presiding over Agriculture
G.1992–0012
– 《自由学芸を支配するユピテル》
Jupiter Presiding over the Liberal Arts
G.1992–0013
– 《戦闘術を支配するマルス》
Mars Presiding over the Arts of War
G.1992–0014
– 《統治術を支配するアポロン》




Venus Presiding over the Arts of Love
G.1992–0016
– 《芸術を支配するメルクリウス》
Mercury Presiding over the Arts
G.1992–0017
– 《航海と漁業を支配するディアナ》












Donated by the Kyoryoku-kai-society of the 

















Jan Saenredam, after Hendrik Goltzius



























Jacques de Gheyn II [1565–1629], after 




















































































Willem van Swanenburgh [1581–1612]






Beardless Youth Standing to Right of 




Young Man Climbing Rocky Hillside 




Man and Devil Filling Sack with 




Death with an Arrow about to Strike 
the Man down
G.1992–0036
